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Charlotte is a serious scientist. She solves important problems by following the scientific method.

She has all the right equipment: protective glasses, a lab coat, a clipboard, and a magnifying glass.

What she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have is space. She has so many brothers and sisters (she is a rabbit,

after all) that she is too squished to work on her experiments! Can she use science to solve her

problem? This funny, satisfying story is a playful introduction to the scientific method and perfect for

sparking an interest in STEM subjects. Ã‚Â 
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Ã¢Ëœâ€¦ "Perfect for aspiring scientists and fans of Vera BrosgolÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Leave Me

Alone!Ã¢â‚¬â€•and a fine addition to picture book collections." Ã¢â‚¬â€•SLJ, starred review "Loads

of charm methodically delivered."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Kirkus"AndrosÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ science-laced text and

FarleyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s animated scenes, replete with amusing antics and hilarious facial expressions, will

get kids laughing and learning... This playful lesson on problem solving is packed with charm."

Ã¢â‚¬â€•Booklist

Camille Andros is the author of Charlotte the Scientist Is Squished, her picture book debut. She

lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, with her husband and six children.Brianne Farley is the



illustrator of Charlotte the Scientist Is Squished, as well as two picture books she also wrote,

Ike&#39;s Incredible Ink and Secret Tree Fort. Her work has appeared in McSweeney&#39;s, the

New York Times, and elsewhere. She lives in Traverse City, Michigan.

Adorable and educational. As a scientist and mother, these are the kind of books I enjoy reading

with my own squished children. My daughter loved it.

What a darling, clever, educational picture book! We just got it yesterday and have already read it

over and over with all my kids 11 down to 4. I love that there's the scientific method steps woven

throughout, and after the book a chance to really try them out and share the results of their fun. The

pictures are phenomenal and the writing is superb! Can't recommend this book enough! Get it, you'll

love it!!

Adorable and scientifically accurate! I love books that take a fictional story and make it educational.

Charlotte's hypotheses are creative and kid-like. The art is perfect for the story!

Got this in the mail today and my boys have loved reading it. Ages 14 down to 2. My 5 year old has

asked for it to be read many many times. Adorable book and illustrations!

Love the educational aspect of this book - our kids loved it!

JOY to read with children. We loved reading this light hearted tale about how Charlotte applies the

scientific method to solve her problem and discovers a solution that will delight readers of all ages.

My 4 and 8 year old boys both LOVED this fantastic picture book. We have read it every day since it

arrived! A favorite to be read again and again. Highly Recommend to all!

As well as being entertaining through and through, this book is a fun, original, and playful

introduction to the scientific method. Charlotte, a lovable, science loving bunny decides to apply the

scientific method to her real world problems, in this case, finding space from her many siblings.

My daughter requests this to be read several times a day, and my four year old son loves it too! The

illustrations are beautiful and so fitting for the story; and the actual story is sweet, well written, and

motivational for my girl to see that she too has the brains to be a scientist and solve the problems



she faces.
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